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Change  
is the law  
of life” 

” 

Urban spaces come in all shapes and sizes, and the lighting  
tasks are just as diverse. The diversity of spaces meets natural 
change – as change is the law of life. The challenge for the 
lighting manufacturer is to create agile tools to illuminate 
dynamic cityscapes while taking into account efficient use  
of space and materials.

RAIL66 flexible projector system was designed and developed  
by WE-EF specifically for spaces with demanding lighting 
requirements. The unique system allows individual control, 
moving, swivelling, rotating and aim of up to six luminaires in 
any direction along a single rail – providing unprecedented 
design flexibility and architectural integration.

John F. Kennedy
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The Calyx  
  CASE STudy

As part of a major refurbishment project at the Ken Woolley-designed Arc glasshouse, 
which was completed in 1987, the Calyx in Sydney’s Royal Botanic Gardens is a semi-
enclosed area featuring greenhouse-type climatic conditions. “It’s 30 degrees and 70 
per cent humidity inside, with sprinklers going off. You wouldn’t typically find that in an 
indoor lighting space,” according to Serge Janjic, NSW Sales Manager at Light Culture.

The reinvigorated Calyx houses a varying range of displays including: new, innovative 
interpretation and horticulture displays; universal access and improved amenities;  
and an expanded formal education programme.

To accommodate the changing needs of the space, project lighting designer Benjamin 
Cisterne – who has a background in theatre and gallery illumination – was looking for  
a dynamic and flexible lighting solution that could be easily augmented and 
recommissioned in semi-outdoor conditions. The IP66-rated (dust and water jet tight) 
RAIL66 projector mounting system from WE-EF provided the optimum fit for the project 
brief as well as an energy efficient and precise lighting solution with unmatched 
flexibility. DALI-controlled FLC131 and FLC141 LED projector luminaires were installed 
on the RAIL66 throughout the glasshouse for accent lighting and in the gift shop for 
general lighting.

In addressing the challenges of the dynamic display space while maintaining  
adequate sealing of the projectors against humidity, a custom framing snoot was 
designed to manipulate the light beam distribution without having to open the 
luminaire. The customization became one of the key features of the project and 
highlighted the strength of the WE-EF engineering team in providing quick and reliable 
project solutions. 

Serge is convinced that the lighting solution for the Calyx project is unique. 

“You’ll notice that in this project the projector luminaires sit on a track or  
a ‘lighting bar’. It is called RAIL66 because it’s an outdoor IP66-rated rail 
system. This structural element makes it easy for installers to add and 
remove luminaires along the track as well as individually control them,”  
he explained. “The overall project has been a great success and a great 
application of this particular lighting system”.
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Unique lighting system for a unique glasshouse
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Gardens  
by the Bay
Just five minutes’ walk from Singapore‘s banking quarter and its skyscrapers to the 
spectacular gardens whose dimensions, species diversity and elaborate staging 
attracted 1 million visitors in just eight weeks since their opening.

The 'Gardens by the Bay' project, which cost more than Euro 600 million, is part of the 
strategy to transform Singapore into a 'City in a Garden'. In this context, those in charge 
have focused just as much on the quality of life of its inhabitants as the attractiveness 
of the metropolis for tourists. The 101-hectare 'Gardens by the Bay' is divided into three 
sections – the Bay Central Garden, Bay East Garden and Bay South Garden. The latter 
was opened in June 2012. Its attractions include a rainforest complete with a waterfall 
under a 54-metre glass dome, a 1.2-hectare greenhouse for Mediterranean and  
sub-tropical plants and 'super trees' ranging from 25 to 50 metres in height covered  
in vines, orchids and bromeliads, and a large botanical garden. 

A concept from Lighting Planners Associates (LPA) provides impressive lighting  
in the park during night-time hours. The lighting designers were guided by the  
motto 'Entertainment with Organic Lighting'. Dynamic light in carefully co-ordinated 
choreographies highlights the attractions, such as the waterfall and 'super trees',  
while a discreet play of light and shadows illuminates the paths.

The guidelines for the lighting master plan specified low-energy lighting and the 
virtually seamless integration of the luminaires, to avoid a negative impact on the  
quasi-natural appearance of the gardens during the day. These requirements were met 
with numerous WE-EF luminaires, among others. For example, symmetric RAIL66 FLC 
projectors were used to highlight the front of each greenhouse. Precisely aligned with 
anti-glare snoots, they outline the expressive support structure of the gigantic glass 
dome without offensive light pollution. RAIL66 luminaires were also used in the 'Cloud 
Forest', the artificial cloud mountain from which a 35-metre waterfall plunges to the 
bottom, to accent the exotic plants and the spiral walkway leading down from the top.
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  CASE STudy

The ultimate park 
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St Patrick's 
Cathedral 
Auckland, New Zealand A success story 

Hard Rock 
Café Berlin

Whenever the preservation of historic monuments is required, it poses a variety of 
obstacles; a "minor" façade lighting project can become a very "major" planning and 
installation exercise. This does not have to be the case. 

Long before electric light existed, the technique of backlighting was well known and 
widely practiced. Backlighting simply means that the source of the light and the viewer 
are facing towards one another, with the subject in-between. Previously, the light source 
was the Sun; today, we can also enjoy the effect by night.

Actually it all started with Eric Clapton's guitar. When "Slow hand" Clapton visited the 
small London Hard Rock Café in the 1970's, he liked it so much there that he wanted a 
regular table. Clapton probably imagined a small sign on the table, but the Café owners 
– a handful of music loving Americans – thought that Clapton's guitar would represent 
the star much better and hung the instrument above his favourite place. As Pete 
Townshend's (The Who) guitar arrived a short time later with a laconic "Mine is just as 
good as his", a success story began its way around the world: Today Hard Rock Cafés, 
with their unique mixture of American diner, entertainment and memorabilia from the 
big names of the music scene, can be found in Mumbai, Peking and Surfers Paradise as 
well as in the Cayman Islands and even in Berlin since 1992.

The Café has moved from a side street directly onto the Ku’damm. In the sea of lights of 
the shopping street, the well known, red illuminated advertising and stylish façade 
illumination ensure that it attracts attention. For the latter the lighting designers used 
the WE-EF rail system RAIL66, because its well thought out assembly options avoid a 
great deal of interference with the structure, an important criterion for the heritage 
listed home of the Hard Rock Café. 

RAIL66 is fitted with WE-EF FLC121 projectors with snoots and glare shields. To the left 
and right of the entrance they cast soft cones of light on the façade, following the grid 
of the large display window. This interaction between light and shadow highlights the 
architecture and at the same time produces a pleasant lighting atmosphere for the 
outdoor seating area in front of the café. The warm, brilliant effect creates an inviting 
island of light on the busy boulevard.

9
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In the early 1950s, Richard Kelly defined a vocabulary for modern 
architectural lighting design comprising three ‘light energy impacts’: 

1. Ambient luminescence (the background - the base level  
of information). 

2. Focal glow (brightly-lit objects or forms that represent  
essential information). 

3. Play of brilliants (the lighting itself becomes the information  
by virtue of the effect created by the light source).  
In more commonly used terms, we talk about  
functional lighting, accent lighting and feature lighting. 

With RAIL66 all these lighting design objectives can be achieved at 
the same time without clutter and complex mounting configurations. 
Up to six projectors with different optics, light colour options and 
dimming profiles can be mounted on a single rail. 

ALL LIGHTING dESIGN ObJECTIVES

The life-span of retail and hospitality businesses can be short-lived  
if market trends are ignored. Having an adjustable directional lighting 
system with the capability of being reconfigured 'on-the-spot' 
can provide an immediate competitive advantage without costly 
architectural or design renovations and instantly transform  
the consumer experience of a shop or cafe. 

The RAIL66 system allows individual movement and control  
of up to six projectors. Changing luminaires could not be  
easier – weatherproof in-line connectors allow luminaire change 
without rewiring.

INdIVIduAL AdJuSTmENT 

All tasks consist of four basic stages: 
1. Identifying the problem; 
2. Assessing the available options; 
3. Deciding on the option; and 
4. Implementing that option. 

Hick’s Law applies to the third stage and can directly measure  
an output as response time.

The principle is not only useful in urban planning but also in the 
role of lighting. Multiple usage of items such as lighting columns 
combined with projectors contributes to the reduction of visual 
clutter, which in turn contributes to improved use of space.

RAIL66 is a ‘chameleon’ of lighting tools – it can be mounted 
vertically or horizontally to a façade, a ceiling, under roof or a post. It 
can be suspended or used on its own as a mobile lighting instrument. 

ELImINATING CLuTTER 

In interior environments adjustability of design elements is seen as 
a given: we are used to being able to move furniture, redecorate the 
walls - and change lighting to suit our needs and moods. 

Why not to apply the same freedom of lighting choice to an exterior 
space? The RAIL66 flexible system is sealed against the elements 
(IP66) and totally suited for the outdoor environment.

OuTdOOR TRACK SySTEm

  WHy RAIL66. SySTEm bENEFITS ANd APPLICATIONS

The Calyx, Royal botanical Gardens. Sydney (AuS).  
Architect: PTW Architects and mcGregor Coxall.  
Lighting design: benjamin Cisterne.

Robina Town Shopping Centre. Queensland (AuS). 
Lighting design: Webb Consulting Engineers.

St Patrick's Cathedral. Auckland (NZ). 
Hard Rock Café. berlin (d). 
Lighting design: Into Lighting design, London.
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FLd111 FLC121FLd121 FLC131FLd131 FLC141

Connections   
Countersunk IP rated compact mains outlets and internal 
wiring. Concealed termination chamber.

Wiring   
Single circuit/5-core internal wiring (phase/neutral/earth 
plus two control lines).

mounting accessories  
Flat surface fitters or column fitters (UNIVERSAL).

  OVERVIEW RAIL66 SySTEm 

RAIL66 options  

uNIVERSAL 
For installation in any desired orientation; on walls,  
under roof and ceiling structures.

CANTILEVER 
For horizontal wall mounting, particularly suitable for 
façade lighting applications.

mObILE  
For mobile installations at showrooms, exhibitions  
and outdoor events.

Number of projectors per rail 
2-6 (other options on request).

Rail lengths   
1150 / 1650 / 2150 mm (other options on request).  
Lengths vary with mounting accessories.

IP classification   
IP66 [Factory-sealed]. Dust and water jet tight.

material    
Marine-grade, all-aluminium construction. 5CE superior 
corrosion protection including PCS hardware.  
Silicone rubber gaskets.

Finish   
Anodised rail extrusion. 
Mounting elements in powdercoat finish in black  
RAL 9004, grey aluminium RAL 9007 or white RAL 9016. 
Other colour options available on request. 

IP classification    
IP66 [Factory-sealed].  
Dust and water jet tight.

Impact protection  
IK07. Protected against impact equivalent of 0.5 kg  
mass dropped from 400 mm above.

material 
Marine-grade, die-cast aluminium alloy. 5CE superior 
corrosion protection including PCS hardware. Safety glass 
lens. Silicone CCG® Controlled Compression Gasket. 

Powdercoat finish
Black RAL 9004, grey aluminium RAL 9007 or white  
RAL 9016. Other colour options available on request.

Connection
0.4 m of flexible cable enclosed in a stainless  
conduit and in-line connector.

Gear
Integral EC electronic converter in thermally-shielded 
compartment. Advanced thermal management  
protects LEDs while optimising lumens output. 

dimming 
1-10 V analogue dimming or DALI interface  
available on request.

Luminaire housing options  
FLD111 / FLD121 / FLD131   

Light source  
LED 6-24 W

Nominal luminous flux range 
738 – 2,951 lm 

Light colour temperatures  
3000 K and 4000 K. 2700 K available on request.  
RGBW (FLD131). 

Available distributions  
[B] [M] [EE] [EES] 

Optical accessories   
Wallwash lens, colour filter, flood lens,  
linear spread lens, glare shield, snoot

Luminaire panning   
355°

RAIL66 mOuNTING SySTEm

4000 K3000 K
Warm Cool

 

LIGHT COLOuR TEmPERATuRES [KELVIN]

RAIL66 LumINAIRES FLC100 LEd PROJECTORS

Luminaire housing options  
FLC121 / FLC131 / FLC141  

Light source  
LED 12-48 W

Nominal luminous flux range 
1,476 – 5,903 lm 

Light colour temperatures  
3000 K and 4000 K. 2700 K available on request.  
RGBW (FLC131 and FLC141). 

Available distributions  
[B] [M] [EE] [EES] 

Optical accessories   
Wallwash lens, colour filter, flood lens,  
linear spread lens, glare shield, snoot

Luminaire panning   
355°

FLd100 LEd PROJECTORS



[B] Symmetric distribution, wide beam
[M] Symmetric distribution, medium beam
[EE] Symmetric distribution, very narrow beam
[EES] Symmetric distribution, very narrow beam, 'sharp cut-off' 

[B] [M]

[EE] [EES]

[B] Symmetric distribution, wide beam
[M] Symmetric distribution, medium beam
[EE] Symmetric distribution, very narrow beam
[EES] Symmetric distribution, very narrow beam, 'sharp cut-off' 

[B] [M]

[EE] [EES]

NOTES    

IO-20 LEd Wallwash Lens
Outstanding uniformity and broad corner-to-corner 
coverage are the hallmarks of this internally mounted 
accessory.

For symmetric [M] versions.

The IO-20 LED wallwash lens is factory-installed 
within the luminaire. The factory-sealed qualities and 
advantages of the luminaire are fully maintained.

If used as a ‘stand alone’ accessory, an optical adaptor 
EA is required for EO-360 flood lens and EO-180 linear 
spread lens.

ET Snoot – Recommended for downward aiming only.

NOTES    

IO-20 LEd Wallwash Lens
Outstanding uniformity and broad corner-to-corner 
coverage are the hallmarks of this internally mounted 
accessory.

For symmetric [M] versions.

The IO-20 LED wallwash lens is factory-installed 
within the luminaire. The factory-sealed qualities and 
advantages of the luminaire are fully maintained.

ET Snoot – Recommended for downward aiming only.

OR

OR OR

OROR

IF 
Colour filter

IO-20 LED  
Wallwash lens

IW 
Honeycomb louvre

IO-180 
Linear spread lens

IO-360 
Flood lens

OR

ES  
Glare shield

ET  
Snoot
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  OPTICAL OPTIONS ANd ACCESSORIES  FLd100 SERIES   OPTICAL OPTIONS ANd ACCESSORIES  FLC100 SERIES

OR

IF 
Colour filter

IO-20 LED 
Wallwash lens

OR
EO-180 

Linear spread lens
EO-360 

Flood lens

OROR

ET  
Snoot

ES  
Glare shield

EA  
Optical adaptor
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Control options 

 dmX dALI 

FLD131#7 RGBW - RAIL66 version  

 dmX dALI 

FLC131#7 RGBW - RAIL66 version  

FLC141#7 RGBW - RAIL66 version  

For product codes of RAIL66 RGBW luminaires please contact 
WE-EF or your local WE-EF representative.

 COLOuR ANd CONTROL OPTIONS

RAIL66 development was inspired by theatrical lighting. So it’s only natural that RAIL66 
projectors come in various control and colour changing options as well.

The use of colour is now only one component in the theatrical tool box of urban lighting 
- dynamic colour change, gobos and interactive control of light itself all form part of the 
possible landscape.

Just the mention of the word colour invokes as many opinions as there are shades in a 
pantone chart. Colour is best defined by three elements – hue, value and saturation 
(chroma) – yet we only refer to hue in our general conversations, such as a red apple or a 
grey sky. Why then, with such an emotive subject, do we limit communication in this way?

LEd technology now provides colour changing and important secondary stimuli;  
the designer has the tools – to make it work.
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RAIL66 projectors may be operated in a highly 
economic and environmentally friendly manner on 
a time- or activity-controlled basis. Dimming lowers 
power consumption, improves lumens per Watt 
efficacy (how well a light source produces visible 
light) and increases LED service life. 

Constructed from marine-grade aluminium, and 
featuring countersunk mains outlets and internal 
wiring, the RAIL66 mounting system is suitable for 
indoor or outdoor applications. All RAIL66 mounting 
components as well as compatible WE-EF RAIL66 
projectors are IP66 rated and protected against 
corrosion with WE-EF’s unique 5CE system.

RAIL66 projectors can be moved, 
swivelled, rotated, and aimed 
individually along the rail, providing 
freedom to change the lighting 
scheme when the need arises. 

PCS coated fasteners made from 
austenitic stainless steel reduce 
the risk of galvanic corrosion.

Varying standard rail lengths from 
1150 to 2150 mm offer mounting 
for 2 to 6 projectors.

Weatherproof IP66 in-line connectors 
allow luminaire swap without rewiring. 
Unsightly power cables run through 
the inside of the ‘rail’ system further 
reducing visual clutter.

Luminaire is factory-sealed and 
does not need to be opened during 
installation.

  PROduCT FEATuRES ANd bENEFITS 
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  WE-EF TECHNOLOGy

5CE Superior Corrosion Protection

Outstanding and long lasting anti-corrosion properties can only be achieved by  
a comprehensive, integrated approach. The result of many years of research and 
development, hands-on testing and practical experience, WE-EF’s unique 5CE  
system encompasses five critical elements:

1. Substrate

2. Conversion coating

3. Powder

4. PCS hardware

5. Process control

1. Substrate

A marine-grade, low copper content aluminium alloy is used for all above ground
luminaires. Typical alloy composition:

Cu  ≤  0.1 %   Zn  ≤  0.1 %
Mg  ≤  0.1 %   Pb  ≤  0.1 %
Si  = 1 0.0-13.5 %   Sn  ≤  0.05 %
Fe  ≤  1.0 %   Ti  ≤  0.2 %
Mn  ≤  0.5 %   Al  =  Balance
Ni  ≤  0.1 %

2. Conversion Coating

The multi-step pre-treatment and conversion coating process includes degreasing,
deoxidising, etching and depending on product, non-hazardous trivalent chromium or
zirconium conversion coating. Both are considered the most effective conversion coats
available for aluminium substrates.

 � Trivalent chromium conversion coating process:

 � Alkaline degreasing/mild etching.

 � Clear water rinse.

 � Counterfl ow clear water rinse.

 � Deoxidising etching.

 � Clear water rinse.

 � Counterfl ow clear water rinse.

 � Trivalent chromium conversion coating (540-650 mg/m2).

 � Clear water rinse.

 � Counterfl ow demineralised water rinse.

 � Hot air drying.

 � Zirconium conversion coating process:

 � Acidic degreasing/etching.

 � Clear water rinse.

 � Counterfl ow clear water rinse.

 � Demineralised water rinse.

 � Zirconium (+polymer) conversion coating (3-10 mg/m2).

 � Hot air drying.

Strict controls are constantly maintained over the parameters of every step in each
process, such as purity, pH, chemical concentrations, temperature, etc. This ensures  
the best achievable substrate penetration and uniformity of the conversion coat,  
thereby ensuring optimum corrosion resistance and powdercoat adhesion.

3. Powder

UV-stabilised, architectural grade polyester powder is electrostatically applied (60-100
μm) and oven cured at ~ 200°C. The grade of polyester powder used is based on 
saturated polyester resins. Combined with UV resistant cross-linking agents and 
selected pigments, it features outstanding resistance to atmospheric ageing and UV 
light exposure. Properly applied to a suitable metal substrate, the resulting powdercoat 
fi nish exhibits excellent outdoor durability, and complies with German GSB and 
European QUALICOAT standards.

4. PCS Hardware

All exposed hardware is made from austenitic stainless steel, and additionally  
sealed with a tough, impregnated polymer coat, which fulfils two functions:

 � Reduced friction between male and female thread causes tighter fit between 
connected parts.

 � Non-metallic barrier between the two metals, aluminium and steel, prevents  
galvanic corrosion that otherwise occurs, when metals of dissimilar 
electronegativities are in contact.

5. Process Control

All materials and production steps are part of a tightly controlled process under ISO9001
quality assurance. It includes regular spectrometer analysis of aluminium alloy used, 
ongoing monitoring of chemicals concentration in the pre-treatment phase, quality 
control checks on fi nished parts, up to 3,000 hours salt spray exposure tests etc.

The Final Product

The final result is a quality product of excellent corrosion resistance, that can be serviced 
after years of operation, and features a powdercoat fi nish of outstanding adhesion and 
colour stability.

5CE+Primer

For installations where corrosion protection over and above the 5CE system  
is required, 5CE+Primer introduces an additional element to the process:
1. Substrate
2. Conversion coating + Primer
3. Powder top coat
4. PCS hardware
5. Process control

Primer

Immediately after conversion coating, a specially formulated 'intercoat' bonding epoxy
primer is electrostatically applied (80-100 μm), and initially semi-cured in a 180°C oven.
Following the subsequent application of the polyester powder top coat, full curing and
essential 'intercoat' bond is achieved at 200°C.

Added durability

As with the 5CE system, 5CE+Primer provides for a quality product of excellent 
corrosion resistance that can be serviced after years of operation, and features a 
powdercoat finish of outstanding adhesion and colour stability. Added durability from 
the 'intercoat' bonding epoxy primer makes it particularly suitable for coastal and 
aggressive environments, and for example for pole installations in pedestrian areas.

Luminaires

WE-EF luminaires may be custom ordered to feature the described 5CE+Primer finish.

Factory-sealed Luminaires

Fully assembled in a humidity controlled environment, a factory-sealed luminaire is 
prewired and fitted with the specified light source. The luminaire does not need to be 
opened during installation. Mains connection is made either in a separate terminal box 
or externally. These features provide for fast and cost saving on-site installation, as well 
as the avoidance of installation errors.

Powder application

PCS hardware

A. Marine grade aluminium alloy
B. Etched surface
C. Conversion coating
D. Architectural grade powdercoat

A. Metal substrate
B. Etched surface
C. Conversion coating
D1. 'Intercoat' bonding primer
D2. Architectural grade powdercoat
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The Calyx, Royal botanical Gardens. Sydney (AuS). Architect: PTW Architects and mcGregor Coxall. Lighting design: benjamin Cisterne.

  PROduCT dETAILS - RAIL66 LumINAIRES

[Factory-sealed] RAIL66 projector. IP66. IK07. 
Marine-grade, die-cast aluminium alloy. 5CE superior 
corrosion protection including PCS hardware. 
Powdercoat finish in black RAL 9004, grey aluminium 
RAL 9007 or white RAL 9016. Safety glass lens. 
Silicone CCG® Controlled Compression Gasket. 
Luminaire is factory-sealed and does not need to be 
opened during installation.

Integral EC electronic converter in thermally-shielded 
compartment. Advanced thermal management 
protects LEDs while optimising lumens output. 
CAD-optimised optics for superior illumination and 
glare control. 1-10 V analogue dimming or DALI 
interfaceavailable on request.

RAIL66 versions for mounting on the RAIL66 system, 
including 0.4 m of flexible cable enclosed in a 
stainless conduit, and in-line connector.

RGBW for FLD131.  
DALI or DMX interface.

RGBW for FLC131 and FLC141.  
DALI or DMX interface.

Light source:

FLd100 SERIES
LED 6-24 W, 3000 K and 4000 K
(2700 K on request)

FLC100 SERIES
LED 12-48 W, 3000 K and 4000 K
(2700 K on request)

Available distributions:
[B] [M] [EE] [EES]

Accessories:
Optical, page 26-27 
RAIL66 mounting system, page 28-29
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Product dimensions:

FLC series A  B C

FLC121 165  105 60

FLC131 190  145 70

FLC141 190  180 80

[b]   3000 K lm 4000 K lm cd/klm C0C180

FLC121 #7 6 LED 12W/700 mA 145-0088 1476 145-0089 1476 934 25°/25°

FLC131 #7 12 LED 24W/700 mA 146-0530 2951 146-0531 2951 920 25°/25°

FLC141 #7 24 LED 48W/700 mA 146-7070 5903 146-7071 5903 934 25°/25°

[m]  3000 K lm 4000 K lm cd/klm C0C180

FLC121 #7 6 LED 12W/700 mA 145-0043 1476 145-0044 1476 2196 16°/16°

FLC131 #7 12 LED 24W/700 mA 146-0411 2951 146-0412 2951 2196 16°/16°

FLC141 #7 24 LED 48W/700 mA 146-7058 5903 146-7059 5903 2196 16°/16° 

 

[EE]   3000 K lm 4000 K lm cd/klm C0C180

FLC121 #7 6 LED 12W/700 mA 145-0091 1476 145-0092 1476 7207 7°/7°

FLC131 #7 12 LED 24W/700 mA 146-0533 2951 146-0534 2951 7191 7°/7°

FLC141 #7 24 LED 48W/700 mA 146-7072 5903 146-7073 5903 7207 7°/7°

[EES]   3000 K lm 4000 K lm cd/klm C0C180

FLC121 #7 6 LED 12W/700 mA 145-0046 1476 145-0047 1476 22108 5°/5°

FLC131 #7 12 LED 24W/700 mA 146-0414 2951 146-0415 2951 20389 5°/5°

FLC141 #7 24 LED 48W/700 mA 146-7060 5903 146-7061 5903 22108 5°/5°

[B] [M]

IOS® Innovative Optical System:  

[B] Symmetric distribution, wide beam 

[M] Symmetric distribution, medium beam

FLC100 SERIES

[EE] [EES]

 

[EE] Symmetric distribution, very narrow beam 

[EES] Symmetric distribution, very narrow beam, 'sharp cut-off'
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[EE] Symmetric distribution, very narrow beam 

[EES] Symmetric distribution, very narrow beam, 'sharp cut-off'

[B] [M]

IOS® Innovative Optical System:  

[B] Symmetric distribution, wide beam 

[M] Symmetric distribution, medium beam

IO-20 wallwash lens.  
See page 26 for details.

#6 - integral gear, no gear box
#7 - separate gear box

#6 - integral gear, no gear box
#7 - separate gear box

IO-20 wallwash lens.  
See page 26 for details.

FLd100 SERIES

FLd121/FLd131FLd111

[b]   3000 K lm 4000 K lm cd/klm C0C180

FLD121 #6 6 LED 12W/700 mA 145-9511 1476 145-9512 1476 986 23°/23°

FLD131 #6 12 LED 24W/700 mA 145-9608 2951 145-9610 2951 986 23°/23°

[m]   3000 K lm 4000 K lm cd/klm C0C180

FLD111 #7 3 LED 6W/700 mA 145-9809 738 145-9813 738 1633 21°/21°

FLD121 #6 6 LED 12W/700 mA 145-9509 1476 145-9510 1476 2261 17°/17°

FLD131 #6 12 LED 24W/700 mA 145-9556 2951 145-9559 2951 2261 17°/17° 

 

[EE]   3000 K lm 4000 K lm cd/klm C0C180

FLD111 #7 3 LED 6W/700 mA 145-9810 738 145-9814 738 7530 7°/7°

FLD121 #6 6 LED 12W/700 mA 145-9513 1476 145-9514 1476 7524 7°/7°

FLD131 #6 12 LED 24W/700 mA 145-9557 2951 145-9560 2951 7524 7°/7°

[EES]   3000 K lm 4000 K lm cd/klm C0C180

FLD111 #7 3 LED 6W/700 mA 145-9811 738 145-9815 738 16462 5°/5°

FLD121 #6 6 LED 12W/700 mA 145-9515 1476 145-9516 1476 19392 5°/5°

FLD131 #6 12 LED 24W/700 mA 145-9609 2951 145-9611 2951 19392 5°/5°

Product dimensions:

FLd series   A B

FLD111   95 x 95 55

FLD121   130 x 175 75

FLD131   156 x 200 80

��� ��� �� ��� ���
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OPTICAL ACCESSORIES 

IO-20 LEd Wallwash Lens 
Outstanding uniformity and broad corner-to-corner coverage are the hallmarks of this 
internally mounted accessory. 
 

Wallwash lens – For symmetric [M] versions.

IO-20 for FLD111 145-9846 for FLC121 145-0145

IO-20 for FLD121 145-9479  for FLC131 146-0645

IO-20 for FLD131 145-9577 for FLC141 146-0646

Specifically developed for the lighting of architectural surfaces, in combination with WE-EF [M]  

symmetric medium beam LED optics. Luminaires fitted with the I0-20 wallwash lens are typically posi-

tioned at 0.125 x h away from the target surface and spaced up to 1.75 x d apart:

h = height of wall/target surface 

d = 0.125 x h = distance from the wall/target surface  

s = 1.75 x d = spacing between luminaires

The IO-20 LED wallwash lens is factory-installed within the luminaire. The factory-sealed qualities and 

advantages of the luminaire are fully maintained.

Internal Accessories 
One internal optical accessory.  
For example: colour filter; flood or spread lens. Factory-installed. 
 

Colour filter 

IF for FLC121 on request

IF for FLC131 on request

IF for FLC141 on request

Flood lens 

IO-360 for FLC121 145-9390

IO-360 for FLC131 146-0419

IO-360 for FLC141 146-9950

Linear spread lens 

IO-180 for FLC121 145-0050

IO-180 for FLC131 146-0418

IO-180 for FLC141 146-0439

Honeycomb louvre 

IW for FLC121 145-0143

IW for FLC131 146-0625

IW for FLC141 146-0626

External Accessories 
One external optical accessory. For example: shield or snoot.

Glare shield 

ES for FLC121 145-9192

ES for FLC131 146-0156

ES for FLC141 146-0229

Snoot – Recommended for downward aiming only.

ET for FLC121 145-0030

ET for FLC131 146-0397

ET for FLC141 146-0398

Internal Accessories 
One internal optical accessory. Factory-installed.

Colour filter

IF for FLD111 on request

IF for FLD121 on request

IF for FLD131 on request

External Accessories 
A maximum of two external optical accessories. For example: flood or spread lens; 
shield; or snoot. If a flood or spread lens is used as a 'stand alone' accessory, an optical 
adaptor is required, to be ordered separately.

Flood lens 

EO-360 for FLD111 145-9834

EO-360 for FLD121 145-9534

EO-360 for FLD131 145-9574 

 

Linear spread lens 

EO-180 for FLD111 145-9833

EO-180 for FLD121 145-9533

EO-180 for FLD131 145-9573

Optical adaptor 

EA for FLD111 145-9830

EA for FLD121 145-9530

EA for FLD131 145-9570

Glare shield 

ES for FLD111 145-9831

ES for FLD121 145-9531

ES for FLD131 145-9571

Snoot – Recommended for downward aiming only.

ET for FLD111 145-9832

ET for FLD121 145-9532

ET for FLD131 145-9572

IF EA ES ET EO-360 EO-180

ES ET 

IF IO-360 IO-180 IW

FLd100 SERIES FLC100 SERIES
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  PROduCT dETAILS - RAIL66 mOuNTING SySTEm

RAIL66 uNIVERSAL for installation in any desired orientation; on walls, under roof and
ceiling structures. Two flat surface mounting brackets. Flat surface fitters or column
fitters, available on request.

RAIL66 CANTILEVER for horizontal wall mounting. Particularly suitable for façade
lighting applications.

RAIL66 mObILE for mobile installations at showrooms, exhibitions and outdoor events.

IP66. Marine-grade, all-aluminium construction. 5CE superior corrosion protection
includ-ing PCS hardware. Powdercoat finish (mounting elements) in black RAL 9004,
grey aluminium RAL 9007 or white RAL 9016. Other colour options available on request.
Silicone rubber gaskets. Anodised rail extrusion, featuring countersunk IP rated compact
mains outlets and internal wiring. Concealed termination chamber.

Standard RAIL66 is equipped with single circuit/5-core internal wiring  
(phase/neutral/earth plus two control lines), suitable for 1-10 V or DALI.

RAIL66 uNIVERSAL  L1   L2   kg

for 2 projectors 310-9200 1150  1045  5.9

for 3 projectors 310-9202 1150  1045  5.9

for 3 projectors 310-9210 1650  1545  7.2

for 4 projectors  310-9212 1650  1545  7.2

for 4 projectors 310-9220 2150  2045  8.5

for 6 projectors 310-9222 2150  2045  8.5

RAIL66 CANTILEVER  L1 L2  kg

for 2 projectors 310-9230 1150 1070 12.0

for 3 projectors 310-9232 1150 1070 12.0

for 3 projectors 310-9240 1650 1570 13.3

for 4 projectors 310-9242 1650 1570 13.3

for 4 projectors 310-9250 2150 2070 14.6

for 6 projectors 310-9252 2150 2070 14.6

RAIL66 mObILE   L  kg

for 2 projectors 310-9260  1150  9.3

for 3 projectors 310-9264  1150  9.3

for 3 projectors 310-9270  1650  10.6

for 4 projectors 310-9274  1650  10.6

for 4 projectors 310-9280  2150  11.9

for 6 projectors 310-9284  2150  11.9

Includes 1 m of flexible cable and plug.

Flat surface fitters (pair)   L     kg

for RAIL66 UNIVERSAL 310-9290  1070/1570/2070   1.7

The optional flat surface fitters (pair) provide enhanced mounting surface coverage and facilitate 

concealing of a recessed junction box.

Column fitters (pair)   L     kg

for RAIL66 UNIVERSAL 310-9294  1115/1615/2115   0.9

 The optional column fitters (pair) allow installation to pipe structures and columns of (minimum) 100 mm diameter.

Flat surface fitters (pair)

��

�

����

Column fitters (pair)

RAIL66 UNIVERSAL

��

RAIL66 mObILE

RAIL66 CANTILEVER

���

RAIL66 mObILE

RAIL66 uNIVERSAL

RAIL66 CANTILEVER
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  INSTALLATION ANd mOuNTING 

RAIL66 mOuNTING SySTEm

RAIL66 uNIVERSAL

Versatile mounting system, developed in conjunction with and engineered for a 
dedicated range of WE-EF luminaires. Suitable for both interior and exterior 
applications. RAIL66 versions may be mounted to a variety of surfaces. Care must be 
taken to ensure that mounting is appropriate to prevailing site conditions, including 
structural and wind loads etc.

The product must be installed and maintained by a suitably qualified person in 
compliance with the latest applicable regulations and relevant legislation.

 � Distance from wall 200 mm. 

 � Cabling internal, concealed termination chamber. Suitable for 
installation in any desired orientation to walls, under roof and  
ceiling structures. 

 � Optional Flat Surface Fitters provide enhanced mounting surface 
coverage and facilitate concealing of a recessed junction box.

 � The optional Column Fitters (pair) allow installation to pipe structures 
and columns of min. 100 mm diameter.

RAIL66 mObILE

 � For mounting on uneven surfaces, each foot can be 
adjusted and locked with a counter nut.

 � Includes 1 m of flexible cable and plug, and is 
particularly suitable for mobile installations at 
showrooms, exhibitions, outdoor events, etc.

RAIL66 CANTILEVER

Luminaire Installation 
RAIL66 luminaires are factory-sealed [FS] and do not need  
to be opened during installation.

maintenance 
Apart from cleaning the outside of the luminaire,  
no special maintenance is necessary.

This section is intended as an overview only. For exact step-by-step installation instructions please refer to www.we-ef.com (RAIL66 luminaire product page) or contact WE-EF.

LumINAIRE
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